
RE: Navigator Homes project

Thanks for your reply. Your letter has been placed in the record 

-----Original Message----- 
From: gayle dabal potter <gdpotter19@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2022 2:39 PM 
To: Adam Turner <turner@mvcommission.org> 
Subject: Navigator Homes project  

Dear Mr. Turner ,   

I’m wiring as a concerned long time  (50 yrs). Summer residents..  I fully understand the dire need for a professionally run
nursing home/long term care facility on MV..   But not convinced that the partner ship between Navigator Home & Partners
or what ever the  new Corporate name of Partners is currently    

Please due deep due diligence on the the Navigator Business plan. .. it is not a NON PROFIT. Entity ..   while that may have
some advantages for  the town so it can pay property taxes etc ..  It is being  presented as a feel good  project that will be
hugely beneficial to MV ..  

When reviewing the representatives fee structure  I  questioned where they got the math from.. They claim that MASS dictates
the fees/rates  for all nursing/long term facilities ..    Find that impossible to believe .. I’ve checked other locations & the daily
rate is approximately $350 ish  for Medicaid  which seems to be only very few beds in the overall facility .. This group is
chasing the long term Insurance segment .. Most profitable. $600 to start ..  .  

Are the MVC Commissioners that naive to believe that ??   & please don’t use the excuse that everything is more expensive
on MV being an Island & not having any competition.. 

This entire project is way out of scale for the designated land area. 100 + parking spaces ??  Really.???   While there appears
to be some work force housing in the buildout mix   the overall land plan is a gift to Navigator Homes ..    MVH can shout all
they want as how they need work force housing  but the scale is all wrong .. I also find the  workforce housing management
plan very vague if questioned @ all from the MVC ..   

I understand the slow demise of MV caused by the decades long population explosion.   But thought that the MVC  function
was to control/contain  very large projects as this Navigator House project is .. It’s out of scale & MVC needs to study the fees
schedules  to truly understand the impact ..  

You seem to have many different  
“Planners” on staff   anyone  who  crunches the values & numbers offered by such a project ??? 

Thank You.. 

Gayle Dabal  Potter       

Adam Turner
Sat 10/29/2022 12:54 PM

To:gayle dabal potter <gdpotter19@gmail.com>;

Cc:Alex Elvin <elvin@mvcommission.org>;


